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“

THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGE FOR
AMER YACHTS WAS
TO BRIDGE THE GAP
BETWEEN PROVIDING
THE UTMOST LUXURY
WHILST MAINTAINING
A LOW MAINTENANCE
YACHT WHICH
IS KIND TO THE
ENVIRONMENT.

When Amer Yachts Shipyard decided
to create something unique, the
collaboration between the parent
company Permare, which includes Amer
Yachts, and Volvo Penta resulted in the
award winning Amer Cento Quad, the
largest super yacht to be powered by four
Volvo Penta IPS propellers. This project
to adopt the IPS engines in a super yacht
proves that it is possible to significantly
reduce consumptions, air emissions,
noise and vibrations whilst guaranteeing
maximum interior space and supreme
manoeuvrability.
At the Cannes Yachting Festival 2016
the Amer Cento Quad was awarded the
‘Most Innovative Yacht’. This award was
given for their new engine layout, the first
super yacht of its size to be equipped
with 4X Volvo Penta IPS 1050 engines. The
yacht has a group 2 of counter-rotating
propellers, with a total of 7 blades and a
cruising speed of 23.5 knots.

“

Now Amer Yachts are celebrating
shortlisting success at The International
Yacht and Aviation Awards 2017 to be
held in Venice in May, in the category
Power Yacht 25 - 40m.
The naval architecture and external
design was completed by Massimo Verme
and compromises of a GRP hull. The
innovative interiors were designed by
Stefano Tini.
Amer Yachts wanted the Amer Cento
Quad to be innovative and luxurious
which meant a very particular design
was required. First of all, for the beauty
of the design and secondly for the high
functionality and technicality.
The biggest challenge for Amer Yachts
was to bridge the gap between providing
the utmost luxury whilst maintaining a low
maintenance yacht which is kind to the
environment. The yacht can accommodate
10 guests with its 5 passenger rooms. It
has one master room, two double rooms
and two twin rooms. On the main deck
the saloon has a warm décor with custom
designed furniture, all the woods used are
smoked oak. The extendable lunch table
in polished steel and crystal was made
by Riflessi. The chairs for the lunch table
were designed by Bonaldo and combine
warm leather with modern polished
steel. Vintage teak flooring was chosen
for the interiors of the yacht for the best
functionality and the most luxurious
design. The flooring is environmentally
friendly and is made out of regenerated,
recycled teak from houses built on the
island of Java dating back a 100 years. The
stairs leading down to the guest cabins
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are made with a combination of polished
steel and vintage teak. An equilibrium
between modern and warm classic.
The success of this new launch is built
on its predecessor Amer 94 Save the
Sea, and innovations such as cork decks
for the exterior, reducing the weight
of the boat considerably, have been
applied to Amer Cento Quad.
The exterior space offers several
areas for sunbathing and relaxation.
Key features include a spa pool on
the flybridge and a hardtop bimini,
which provides shade for the upper
helm station and surrounding seating.
The main-deck saloon features two
L-shaped sofas and a separate dining
area, which provides seating for six
around a large dining table. These
external spaces can be customised to
meet the client’s requests with options
for a swimming pool or jacuzzi.
The collaboration with Volvo Penta
has exceeded expectations. Clients
who want comfort, luxury and a
smooth performing super yacht, with
exquisite manoeuvrability, quietness
of propulsion, the possibility to sail at
low displacement and a good cruising
speed, have it all in Amer Cento Quad.
The boat will be delivered next year.
The sale confirms the success of the
cooperation between the shipyard
and Volvo Penta in developing highly
innovative products, an added value that
combined with Amer’s custom tradition
makes these boats really unique.
The shipyard will keep on investing
in innovation to reach ever better
performances and “green-oriented”
products with reduced consumptions
and low air emissions. IPS drives,
introduced on the market more than a
decade ago, mean for yacht owners a
reduction by 30% in fuel consumption,
compared to traditional drives.
Amer Yachts believe the design works
so well because the yacht is highly
technological and innovative in her
engine system (less pollution and small
oil consumptions), which inspired
innovation throughout her development,
whilst combining luxury with respect
for the environment. The Amerio family,
owner of Permare Shipyard, build yachts
under the brand Amer Yachts. The family
have a real passion and respect for the
sea, that has been handed down from
generation to generation.































































































































